
                         

 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

LARGER BOOTHS RETURN TO LIGHTFAIR 2022 TRADE SHOW 
Trade Show June 21 – 23, 2022  

 
LAS VEGAS – March 31, 2022 – LightFair is set to present some 300 exhibitors showing trendsetting 

architectural and commercial lighting ideas and products in more than 100,000 sq ft of the exhibit hall at 

its 2022 Trade Show, June 21 – 23 at the Las Vegas Convention Center. For its 2022 edition, larger 

booths are returning to the exhibit hall along with a number of debuting and notable lighting brands. 

 

“LightFair has always been acclaimed for its breadth and depth of innovative lighting suppliers,” said 

Dan Darby, show director. “Brands, designers and specifiers are coming back face-to-face as trade shows 

return to a more normal year, and LightFair is proud to offer the industry an opportunity to drive 

business and networking efforts.”  

 

As the 2022 edition of LightFair quickly approaches, more brands are returning to the in-person Trade 

Show setting, selecting larger booth spaces and filling the exhibit hall. Currently, LightFair has confirmed 

the participation of nearly 300 exhibitors, with participants in the 2022 Trade Show comprised of 90% of 

the exhibitors from LightFair 2021, along with an additional number of newcomers and established 

brands returning from a market hiatus.  

Many LightFair 2022 exhibitors are returning to regular and larger than 2021 booth sizes as the industry 

recovers. Brands expanding their trade show footprint in 2022 include: Bukas Lighting Group, Cooper 

Lighting Solutions, Crestron, current, LEDRA, LEDvance, Modern Forms, Nora Lighting, Oxygen, 

PureEdge Lighting, RAB Lighting, SATCO Products, Seoul Semiconductor, Signify, USAI Lighting and 

WAC Lighting. 

LightFair also welcomes a number of first-time exhibitors, ALW (architectural lighting), NLS (outdoor 

lighting) and CREE LED (general lighting), alongside brands unable to participate in 2021. Notable brands 

returning in 2022 following a hiatus include AFX, Inc., ANP Lighting, Baselite, B-K Lighting, Ferroluce 

SRL, Fulham, HESS, Linmore LED, LSI, LumenTruss, Myers Emergency Power Systems, OSRAM, 

Spectrum Lighting, Vantage Lighting and Wagner Architectural Systems. 

Additional notable LightFair exhibitors confirmed for the 2022 Las Vegas lighting event include: Access 

Lighting, ALUZ, BARTCO, BIOS, BlackJack, Keystone and The Lighting Quotient. The full exhibitor listing 

and map of the LightFair Trade Show are regularly updated at https://www.lightfair.com/exhibitors.  
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The trade show will offer four pavilions – The Collective, Design Pavilion, Outdoor Pavilion and Smart 

Pavilion – separating brands across their designated lighting categories. The exhibit hall will also provide 

easily accessible on-floor education in The Designery (within the Design Pavilion) and LightFair Live and 

more intimate opportunities to connect and exchange ideas as part of the Outdoor Exchange in the 

Outdoor Pavilion and TEK Talks in the Smart Pavilion. Additionally, attendees can take part in LightFair’s 

many tours, including the new attendee tour and tours for each pavilion.   

Adding to on-site offerings is the LightFair Conference which runs June 19 – 23, providing 43 sessions 

across six learning tracks. Sessions will range from 2-days, 1-day, daily workshops, 90-minte sessions and 

60-minute sessions, offering 126.5 CEUs. Admission to the LightFair Trade Show is granted with the 

purchase of Conference sessions. Full conference information and pricing is available at 

https://www.lightfair.com/conference. 

 

LightFair 2022 will showcase the newest and brightest innovations in lighting June 19 – 23, 2022, in the 

Las Vegas Convention Center’s new state-of-the-art West Hall.  

About LightFair 

LightFair, the world’s largest annual architectural and commercial lighting trade show and conference, is 

owned by the International Association of Lighting Designers (IALD) and the Illuminating Engineering 

Society (IES). The event is produced and managed by International Market Centers. For more 

information, visit LightFair.com. Follow LightFair on Facebook, Twitter @lightfair, Instagram 

@lightfair_international, LinkedIn and YouTube. To stay up-to-date on lighting-industry news leading up 

to LightFair, visit the LightFair Blog at https://www.lightfairblog.com/ 
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